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Assignment #8: Parsing

Note: Your solution must be submitted in the file named as follows and with the specified
“primary” function.

Your file must use the provided exceptions parser.sml, tokenizer.sml, and ast.sml files. Submit all
files used in your solution.

File Name Primary Function

parser.sml parse

Overview

Educational Goals

• Syntactic Analysis – parsing

• Abstract Syntax – generalization/abstraction of concrete syntax

For this project you will implement a parser for a subset of the nexus language consisting of expressions and
statements. In addition, your program will, while parsing, build an abstract syntax tree representation of the
input program.
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The nexus Syntax
The following grammar partially describes a subset of the syntax of nexus. More will be added to this

grammar in later projects.
In the EBNF below, non-terminals are typeset in bold font and terminals are typeset in typewriter font.

Grammar

program → varDeclaration∗ statement∗

varDeclaration → var id ;

statement → expressionStatement | blockStatement | ifStatement |
printStatement | iterationStatement

expressionStatement → expression ;

blockStatement → { statement∗ }
ifStatement → if ( expression ) blockStatement {else blockStatement}opt

printStatement → print expression ;

iterationStatement → while ( expression ) blockStatement

expression → conditionalExpression {= expression}opt
conditionalExpression → logicalORExpression {? expression : expression}opt
logicalORExpression → logicalANDExpression {|| logicalANDExpression}∗

logicalANDExpression → equalityExpression {&& equalityExpression}∗

equalityExpression → relationalExpression {eqOp relationalExpression}∗

relationalExpression → additiveExpression {relOp additiveExpression}∗

additiveExpression → multiplicativeExpression {addOp multiplicativeExpression}∗

multiplicativeExpression → unaryExpression {multOp unaryExpression}∗

unaryExpression → {unaryOp}opt callMemExpression

callMemExpression → primaryExpression

primaryExpression → ( expression ) | number | true | false | string | none | id
eqOp → == | ! =

relOp → < | > | <= | >=

addOp → + | −
multOp → ∗ | / | %

unaryOp → ! | −

The following rules complete the syntactic definition of nexus.

• A nexus program does not allow extra tokens after the logical end of the program (i.e., after the last valid
statement).

• The terminal (token) “number” represents the set of numbers defined in the lexical analysis assignment.
Similarly, the terminal “string” represents the set of strings and the terminal “id” represents the set of
identifiers.

• The grammar for nexus is suitable for recursive descent parsing, but the expression rule allows for
more syntactically “valid” expressions than the language really supports. Specifically, the grammar allows
the left-hand side of an assignment to include structures that do not make sense in this context. To
handle this, your parser should first attempt to parse a conditionalExpression and then, assuming the
parse was successful, if an assignment operator is found, verify that the left-hand side (the just parsed
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conditionalExpression) is valid. At present, the only valid left-hand side will be an identifier. This check
can be done (in Part 2) by checking the returned abstract syntax tree.

Part 1: The Parser
Write a parsing function called parse that takes a list of tokens. This function will invoke a function

corresponding to the first rule in the grammar. This function will return a value of the program data type (you
should start with returning an “empty” program in order to meet the requirements of the test scaffold).

Write your parser using the recursive descent technique discussed in lecture. You can do this by determining
the first sets (explicitly write them down, if you prefer) and then translating the grammar into parsing functions
for each rule.

If an error — e.g., missing “:” in a conditional expression — is encountered in parsing, then your parser will
need to raise an appropriate exception as outlined here (in order as defined in exceptions parser.sml (note
that you can use token string to convert a token into a string):

ExhaustedTokensException of string – raised when a token is required to continue the parse, but the token
list is empty. The string argument indicates either the category of construct that the parser was attempting
to parse (expression, identifier, statement, variable declaration) or the specific token that was to be parsed.

InvalidAssignException - raised when the left-hand side of an assignment is not an identifier.

InvalidEndOfProgramException of string - raised when the sequences of statements denoting a program
has been parsed, but there are tokens remaining that cannot begin a statement. The offending token, as a
string, is passed with the exception.

InvalidExpressionException of string - raised when the parse must consume the start of an expression
to continue, but the token cannot start an expression (this occurs when parsing a “primary” expression).
The offending token, as a string, is passed with the exception.

InvalidIdentifierException of string - raised when an identifier is required, but the current token is not
an identifier. The offending token, as a string, is passed with the exception.

InvalidStatementException of string - raised when attempting to parse a statement but the current token
cannot start a statement. The offending token, as a string, is passed with the exception.

InvalidTokenException of {expected:string, found:string} - raised when the expected token is re-
quired to continue the parse, but the current token (found) does not match.

Tokenizer
Since the tokenizer (via the tokenize function) builds a list of all tokens, you will want to return the remaining

list of tokens from each of your auxiliary parsing functions (those that parse each part of the grammar). Since
you will often want to return more than one value (i.e., token list and the tree in the next part), you can include
this token list in a tuple.

Test your parser to verify that it recognizes syntactically legal nexus “programs” and that it complains about
syntactically illegal “programs”.

Part 2: Abstract Syntax Tree
In the provided files you will find a definition of an abstract syntax for the subset of nexus relevant to this

assignment. This is expressed as a number of datatypes where each constructor reflects a “significant” part of
the grammar above. This is the same abstract syntax used previously for the evaluation of expressions and
statements.

Using this abstract syntax, modify your parser so that it constructs an abstract syntax tree for the input source
during parsing. This abstract syntax tree can then be used with the evaluator that you previously implemented.

Keep in mind that assignment is right-associative and all other binary operators are left-associative.

Notes

• Your program will be exercised by some shell scripts, which will be provided.
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• Your solution must not use ref or while.

• Grading will be divided as follows.

Part Percentage

1 80
2 20

• Get started now to avoid the last minute rush.


